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The Treaty of Lisbon and the Future of European Law and Policy
2012-01-01 after lisbon the eu has reached a new precarious stage in
its development new institutions have been created and policies
reformed the different chapters of this book cover the most important
innovations while providing a fresh critical assessment of the
shortcomings of the present arrangements works are always in progress
at the eu site and the authors provide the future architects of this
grand building as well as the academic community with much food for
thought roberto caranta university of turin italy this comprehensive
and insightful book discusses in detail the many innovations and
shortcomings of the historic lisbon version of the treaty on european
union and what is now called the treaty on the functioning of the
european union divided into six parts the 23 chapters provide after
lisbon perspectives on law and governance of the eu its powers and
nature the charter of fundamental rights eu external action and policy
justice and criminal policy and economic governance the authors drawn
from eleven eu member states offer a uniquely diverse and extensive
coverage of the new eu law and policy after lisbon the book argues
that while the treaty of lisbon has to be considered a milestone in
the history of european integration its shortcomings and open
questions will make a future major treaty inevitable the treaty of
lisbon and the future of european law and policy will appeal to
postgraduate students and academics in european law and policy eu
institutions diplomatic missions lobbying ngos specialised lawyers and
governments
EU Law after Lisbon 2012-01-05 many of the most controversial areas of
reform initiated by the lisbon treaty were not negotiated in the
treaty itself but left to be resolved during its implementation since
the treaty s entry into force the implementation process has already
had a profound impact on many areas of eu law and policy and
consolidated new areas of power such as over foreign investment this
collection gathers leading specialists in the field to analyse the
treaty s implementation and the directions of legal reform post lisbon
drawing on a range of expertise to assess and comment on the treaty
the contributors include both academics and practitioners involved in
negotiating and implementing the treaty focusing on the central issues
and changes resulting from the lisbon treaty the contributors examine
the treaty in the broader background of how the eu and eu law in
particular has been developing in recent years and provide a
contextual understanding of the future direction of eu law in the post
lisbon era
The Lisbon Treaty 2013-05-09 the lisbon treaty reformed the
foundations of the european union and marked the culmination of a
process of treaty reform that began after the treaty of nice and
spanned almost a decade this book addresses the main innovations made
by the new treaty examining its legal and political consequences in a
reformed eu the book is organized thematically around the principal
issues that occupied those engaged in the reforms over the last decade
the chapters include analysis of the reform process itself and the
political forces that shaped the relevant provisions of the lisbon
treaty the book contains detailed analysis of the relevant legal
changes made by the lisbon treaty on each topic covered this legal
analysis is informed by broader literature from related disciplines
such as political science and international relations since it is only
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by doing so that it is possible fully to understand the legal
implications of the new provisions dealing with issues such as the
inter institutional division of power within the eu the distribution
of competence the hierarchy of legal acts and the charter of rights
the book addresses the political and legal implications of the treaty
provisions and the discussion is set against the background of the pre
existing legal and political regime aiding a full understanding of the
effect of the new rules contained in the lisbon treaty this revised
paperback edition includes a new chapter detailing the political
reform process leading to the proposed fiscal union treaty and its
potential legal implications
The Lisbon Treaty 2010-06-17 an in depth impartial and informed
description of the lisbon treaty s legal features in their historical
and political context
The European Union Legal Order After Lisbon 2010-01-01 in june 2009
the institute of european public law of the university of hull
assembled a range of experts in relevant fields to offer papers and
reach some consensus on what has been achieved in the eu legal order
and what the future holds for that order given local tensions and
global uncertainty
EU External Relations Law and Policy in the Post-Lisbon Era 2011-11-17
this is a collection of works which considers the many different
facets of the eu s increasingly important engagement with the world
beyond its borders the treaty of lisbon marked a change in the powers
and competences endowed on the eu the contributions to this collection
consider both the direct and indirect impact of the treaty on the
contemporary state of eu external relations the authors are drawn from
legal political science and international relations disciplines and
consider innovations or changes brought about by the treaty itself the
european external action service the roles of the high representative
and president the collapse of the pillar structure and new competences
such as those for foreign investment other chapters cover developments
which reflect the latest incremental changes upon which the post
lisbon treaty arrangements have some bearing including the coreu
network the transatlantic and neighbourhood relations and the external
dimension of internal security useful for academics working in the
field of eu external relations law and foreign policy as well as the
eu law politics european studies market more generally
The Protection of Fundamental Rights in the EU After Lisbon 2013-01-04
the changes made by the lisbon treaty suggest that its entry into
force in december 2009 marks a new stage in the shaping of the eu s
commitment to the protection of fundamental rights this book s concern
is to provide an examination of the several and interlocking
challenges which the lisbon reforms present the book will not only
address the fresh and intriguing challenges for the eu as an entity
committed to the protection and promotion of fundamental rights
presented by developments post lisbon but also a number of conundrums
about the scope and method of protection of fundamental rights in the
eu which existed pre lisbon and which endure the book consists of
three parts the first part is concerned with the safeguarding of
fundamental rights in europe s internal market the second part of the
book is entitled the scope of fundamental rights in eu law and the
chapters discuss the reach of fundamental rights and their horizontal
dimension the last part of this book deals with the constitutional
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dimension of fundamental rights analysing the special relationship
between the ecj and the ecthr and the issue of rights competition
between the eu charter on fundamental rights the european convention
on human rights and national rights catalogues
EU External Relations Post-Lisbon 2020-07-13 the volume brings
together academics and practitioners from across the eu to address the
question of facultative mixity in the eu s external relations i e the
situation whereby both the eu and its member states enter into an
international agreement with a third country even if legally the eu
could act on its own
The European Union After the Treaty of Lisbon 2012-04-16 analysis of
some of the most controversial aspects of the european union s lisbon
treaty
The Law of EU External Relations 2015-11-19 the two years since
publication of the first edition of the law of eu external relations
cases materials and commentary on the eu as an international actor
have been characterized by the large amount of case law on the new
provisions on external relations which have found their way into the
lisbon treaty moreover there have been important changes in eu
secondary law on external relations as a consequence of these changes
to the lisbon treaty in this second edition new case law and
legislative developments are critically discussed and analysed in this
comprehensive collection of eu treaty law combining chapters on the
general basis of the union s external action and its relation to
international law with chapters which further explore the law and
practice of the eu in the specialized fields of external action this
book presents the law of eu external relations in a concise and
accessible manner for students practitioners and academics in the
field topics include the common commercial policy development
cooperation cooperation with third countries humanitarian aid the
enlargement and neighbourhood policies the external environmental
policy and the common foreign and security policy carefully selected
primary documents are accompanied with analytic commentary on the
issues they raise and their significance for the overall structure of
eu external relations law the primary materials selected include many
important legal documents that are hard to find elsewhere but give a
vital insight into the operation of eu external relations law in
practice
The Lisbon Treaty 2013 this title offers an overview of the principal
reforms to the european union brought about by the lisbon treaty it
gives an account of the extended treaty reform process analyses the
main legal and governance changes effected by the treaty and examines
these against the background political forces that shaped the new
provisions
The Treaty on European Union (TEU) 2013-11-26 the major commentary on
the treaty on european union teu is a european project that aims to
contribute to the development of ever closer conceptual and dogmatic
standpoints with regard to the creation of a europeanised research on
union law this publication in english contains detailed explanations
article by article on all the provisions of the teu as well as on
several protocols and declarations including the protocols no 1 2 and
30 and declaration no 17 having steady regard to the application of
union law in the national legal orders and its interpretation by the
court of justice of the eu the authors of the commentary are academics
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from ten european states and different legal fields some from a
constitutional law background others experts in the field of
international law and eu law professionals this should lead to more
unity in european law notwithstanding all the legitimate diversity the
different traditions of constitutional law are reflected and mentioned
by name thus striving for a common framework for european
constitutional law
The ABC of European Union Law 2010 recoge 1 from paris to lisbon via
rome maastricht amsterdam and nice 2 fundamental values of the
european union 3 the constitution of the european union 4 the legal
order of the eu 5 the position of union law in relation to the legal
order as a whole
Human Rights in European Criminal Law 2015-01-02 this book deals with
human rights in european criminal law after the lisbon treaty
doubtless the lisbon treaty has constituted a milestone in the
development of european criminal justice not only has the reform
following the treaty given binding force to the eu charter of
fundamental rights but furthermore it has paved the way for
unprecedented forms of supranational legislation in this scenario the
enforcement of individual rights in criminal matters has become a core
goal of eu legislation alongside these developments new interactions
between national and supranational jurisprudences have emerged which
have significantly contributed to a human rights oriented approach to
european criminal law the book analyses the main developments of this
complex phenomenon from an interdisciplinary perspective criminal and
procedural law constitutional law and comparative law must thus be
combined to achieve a full understanding of these developments and of
their impact on national law
Law and Practice of the Common Commercial Policy 2020-12-15 law and
practice of the common commercial policy provides a comprehensive
analysis of the salient features of the european union s trade law and
policy since the treaty of lisbon legislation case law treaty making
and institutional practice
The Lisbon Treaty and Social Europe 2012-05-08 on 1 december 2009 the
treaty of lisbon entered into force although often described as
primarily technical it significantly amended the treaty on the
european union teu and the old ec treaty now the treaty on the
functioning of the european union tfeu the authors aim in this book is
to explore what the treaty means for social law and social policy at
the european level the first part of the book on the general framework
looks at a time of financial crisis for new foundations for europe s
social market economy questions the balance between fundamental social
rights and economic freedoms analyses the role of the now binding
charter of fundamental rights maps the potential impact of the
horizontal clauses on social policy and addresses the possibilities
for social partners to enlarge their role in labour law and industrial
relations the second part on the social framework of the treaty
focuses on the development of the union s competences in it the
authors evaluate the consequences of the new general framework on
social competences analyse the evolution of the principle of
subsidiarity and its impact in the new treaty look at the coordination
of economic policies in the light of fundamental rights and analyse
the adoption in the treaty of a new architecture for services of
general interest
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The Law of the European Union and the European Communities 2008
kapteyn verloren van themaat the law of the european union and the
european communities with reference to changes to be made by the
lisbon treaty 4th edition this newest edition of the classic standard
introduction to the law of the european communities paperback provides
under a new title the most comprehensive and systematic account
available of the law of the ec and the eu including unusual for
surveys of european law detailed description and commentary on the
economic and monetary union the new edition covers developments up to
the beginning of 2008 and each chapter includes some indication of the
major changes which will take place if and when the treaty of lisbon
enters into force the fourth edition embraces many new ongoing and
emerging european legal issues all the topics constantly debated in
european legal theory and practice are touched on here in ways that
are both fundamental and enlightening including the european
constitution accession citizenship the principles of equality loyalty
subsidiarity and proportionality powers of the council commission and
european parliament decision making legal instruments harmonization
finances role of the european court of justice relationship between
community law and national law free movement of persons goods services
and capital cartels abuse of dominant position merger control state
aids emu social policy equal pay and equal treatment environmental
policy consumer protection public health cultural policy education
agriculture transport energy external relations the many practitioners
and scholars who have relied on the predecessors of this definitive
work for years will welcome this extensively revised and updated
edition those coming to the field for the first time will instantly
recognize that they are in the presence of a masterwork that can
always be turned to with profit
The EU and the Proliferation of Integration Principles under the
Lisbon Treaty 2018-09-27 the entry into force of the lisbon treaty has
brought about a proliferation of integration principles in addition to
the environmental integration principle which has been part of the eu
legal framework for some time the lisbon treaty introduced the
principles of gender equality integration social policy integration
non discrimination integration consumer protection integration as well
as animal welfare integration furthermore a general principle of
integration policy objectives is contained in article 7 tfeu requiring
that the union must ensure consistency between its policies and
activities taking all relevant policy requirements listed under the
tfeu into account in the adoption of any legislative measure these
integration principles must be pursued or at least taken into account
when decisions are being taken in almost any area of eu policy making
however there is considerable uncertainty regarding the normative
implications of the various integration principles as well as their
legal value and practical relevance for eu policymaking this book
addresses the implications of the proliferation of sectorial
integration principles and the introduction of a universal requirement
of policy consistency in terms of the division of competences between
the union and the member states as well as the scope for judicial
review of the eu legislative process in particular it explores whether
the introduction of various integration principles has led to an
extension of union competences and whether it has limited the scope
for judicial review by extending the discretionary power of the union
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institutions
European Constitutional Law 2012-04-05 this textbook on european
constitutional law offers a coherent and scholarly analysis presented
within a clear structure
Common Commercial Policy after Lisbon 2013-03-20 since the beginning
of the process of european integration the eu common commercial policy
ccp has been one of the most dynamic political fields the eu has
achieved a leading role among the economic superpowers and is regarded
as a single economic area in which the eu speaks also on behalf of its
member states for most aspects of external economic politics this
volume analyzes the implications of the treaty of lisbon for the
common commercial policy of the eu the lisbon treaty has declared all
matters concerning external commercial policy as exclusive competences
of the eu which consequences does this have for the member states of
the eu with regard to institutional modifications the lisbon treaty
has significantly strengthened the role of the european parliament and
has substantially changed the role of the high representative of the
union for foreign affairs and security policy hr further topics of
this volume are the new normative framework of the ccp inter alia the
linkage of the ccp to the general objectives for the eu s external
actions and its dependence on secondary legislation as well as
investment policy now being part of the ccp
General Principles of EU Law and the Protection of Fundamental Rights
2018 this insightful book analyses the role that eu general principles
have taken in the protection of fundamental rights within the eu since
the lisbon treaty in particular the author focuses on the relationship
between written law the charter of fundamental rights and unwritten
law the general principles within the institutional framework of the
eu the book demonstrates that due to their complementary and
autonomous function toward the protection of fundamental rights the
general principles still play a key role within the union despite the
binding force of the charter
EU Legal Acts 2018-02-08 in this collection of essays originally
presented at the academy of european law in florence the changing
landscape of the eu s legal acts is explored further to this the
changing boundaries between legal acts and processes which may create
norms but do not create law in the traditional sense are analysed this
landscape is presented in two ways firstly by focusing on the
transformations and challenges to the eu s traditional legal acts in
particular since the reconfiguration of the categories of legal acts
and the procedures for which they are adopted by the lisbon treaty
secondly the collection focuses on those acts found at or beyond the
margin of classic eu legal acts including acts of member states such
as inter se treaties self regulation and collective agreements so
called soft law and decision making outside the normal legislative
procedures the volume endeavours to explain the adaptability of the eu
legal order provided that the legal instruments at the union s
disposal appear to be identical to when the treaty of rome came into
force 60 years ago it also explores the challenges that the producing
and quality of acts pose for the eu s legal order such as alterations
to institutional balance and the roles of the different institutional
actors and challenges to the rule of law
The European Union after Lisbon 2011-10-12 the book contains 24
contributions from european law scholars and practitioners analysing
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the constitutional basis of the european union and the normative
orientation of the common foreign and security policy cfsp as well as
the central economic and monetary provisions tfeu after the reform
treaty of lisbon presenting the findings of a european research team
which is composed of authors from eight member states the publication
underlines the aspiration of the editors to thoroughly analyse the
constitutional law of the european union currently in force
EU External Relations Law 2011-05-26 the law of the external relations
of the european union is a subject of great importance the eu
institutions have developed an extensive practice in this area by
concluding many international agreements by participating in the work
of international organizations and by legislating and regulating on
matters of external relations it is a practice giving rise to many
legal problems and questions as evidenced by the substantial and fast
expanding body of case law in this area from the eu courts these
problems and questions are often of constitutional significance and
the external relations law of the eu therefore occupies an important
place in the overall constitutional and institutional development of
the eu this volume examines the legal foundations of the eu s external
relations it focuses on the eu s external competences and objectives
on the instruments principles and actors of external policies and on
the legal effects of international agreements and international law it
analyses a number of key external policies particularly in the fields
of trade and foreign policy substantially updated to take into account
recent case law it also incorporates an examination of the changes
made by the lisbon treaty this new edition formerly published as
external relations of the european union legal and constitutional
foundations is an invaluable asset to those studying and working in
the field
The Evolution of EU Law 2011 the european union has undergone major
changes in the last decade including treaty reform and a significant
expansion of activity in foreign and security policy and justice and
home affairs in the first edition of this influential textbook a team
of leading lawyers and political scientists reflected upon the
important developments in their chosen area over the time since the ec
was formed this new edition continues this analysis ten years on
taking into account the social and political background and without
losing sight of the changes that came before in each chapter the
contributors analyze the principle themes and assess the legal and
political forces that have shaped its development each author
addresses a specific topic event or theme from the european court of
justice to treaty reform the enlargement of the eu to administrative
law the effect of eu law on culture to climate change together the
chapters tell the story of the rapid development of eu law its past
present and future
EU Security and Justice Law 2014-02-17 the coming into force of the
lisbon treaty has provided the eu with new powers in the fields of
criminal law and security law while reinforcing existing powers in
immigration and asylum law the stockholm programme is the latest
framework for eu action in the field of justice and home affairs it
includes a range of new legislation in the fields of immigration and
asylum substantive criminal law criminal procedure and co operation
between national criminal justice systems the combination of the new
treaty and programme have made security and justice key areas of
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legislative growth in the eu this volume brings together a range of
leading scholars as well as some of the most interesting new voices in
the debate to examine the state of eu security and justice law after
the lisbon treaty and the stockholm programme it provides a critical
examination of eu law in the fields of immigration asylum counter
terrorism citizenship fundamental rights and external relations the
book also examines the evolving roles of the eu institutions and
criminal justice agencies it provides a critical account of eu law in
this field under the developing constitutional and institutional
settlement
EU Criminal Law after Lisbon 2016-06-30 this monograph is the first
comprehensive analysis of the impact of the entry into force of the
treaty of lisbon on eu criminal law by focusing on key areas of
criminal law and procedure the book assesses the extent to which the
entry into force of the lisbon treaty has transformed european
criminal justice and evaluates the impact of post lisbon legislation
on national criminal justice systems the monograph examines the
constitutionalisation of eu criminal law after lisbon by focusing on
the impact of institutional and constitutional developments in the
field including the influence of the eu charter of fundamental rights
on eu criminal law the analysis covers aspects of criminal justice
ranging from criminalisation to judicial co operation to prosecution
to the enforcement of sanctions the book contains a detailed analysis
and evaluation of the powers of the union to harmonise substantive
criminal law and the influence of european union law on national
substantive criminal law of the evolution of the europeanisation of
prosecution from horizontal co operation between national criminal
justice to forms of vertical integration in the field of prosecution
as embodied in the evolution of eurojust and the establishment of a
european public prosecutor s office of the operation of the principle
of mutual recognition by focusing in particular on the european arrest
warrant system and its impact on the relationship between mutual trust
and fundamental rights of eu legislation in the field on criminal
procedure including legislation on the rights of the defendant and the
victim of the relationship between eu criminal law and citizenship of
the union and of the evolution of an eu model of preventive justice as
exemplified by the proliferation of measures on terrorist sanctions
throughout the book the questions of the uk participation in europe s
area of criminal justice and the feasibility of a europe à la carte in
eu criminal law are examined the book concludes by highlighting the
possibilities that the lisbon treaty opens for the development of a
new paradigm of european criminal justice which places the individual
and not the state and the protection of fundamental rights and not
security at its core
The Law of EU External Relations 2021-01-21 the third edition of this
book incorporates more than 10 years of fascinating dynamics since the
entry into force of the lisbon treaty apart from analysing the general
basis of the union s external action and its relationship to
international law the book explores the law and practice of the eu in
more specialized fields of external action such as common commercial
policy neighbourhood policy development cooperation cooperation with
third countries humanitarian aid external environmental policy and
common foreign and security policy as well as eu sanctions five years
after the second edition published this fully updated edition contains
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major developments within the law itself along with changes and
restructuring of the themes within the book carefully selected primary
documents are accompanied with analytic commentary on the issues they
raise and their significance for the overall structure of eu external
relations law the primary materials selected include many important
legal documents that are hard to find elsewhere but give a vital
insight into the operation of eu external relations law in practice
The Dynamics of the EU Integration and the Impact on the National
Constitutional Law 2012 the law of the external relations of the
european union is a subject of great importance the eu institutions
have developed an extensive practice in this area by concluding many
international agreements by participating in the work of international
organizations and by legislating and regulating on matters of external
relations it is a practice giving rise to many legal problems and
questions as evidenced by the substantial and fast expanding body of
case law in this area from the eu courts these problems and questions
are often of constitutional significance and the external relations
law of the eu therefore occupies an important place in the overall
constitutional and institutional development of the eu this volume
examines the legal foundations of the eu s external relations it
focuses on the eu s external competences and objectives on the
instruments principles and actors of external policies and on the
legal effects of international agreements and international law it
analyses a number of key external policies particularly in the fields
of trade and foreign policy substantially updated to take into account
recent case law it also incorporates an examination of the changes
made by the lisbon treaty this new edition formerly published as
external relations of the european union legal and constitutional
foundations is an invaluable asset to those studying and working in
the field
EU External Relations Law 2011-05-26 faced with the challenge of
studying eu law students and other interested parties need guidance
and accessible materials despite the ground clearing of the lisbon
treaty the terrain is still not properly mapped edward and lane s
completely rewritten book provides just what s needed clear
comprehensible and comprehensive it will be an important port of call
for anyone trying to figure out key aspects of the eu s ever
burgeoning legal order jo shaw university of edinburgh uk a
comprehensively updated and expanded new edition of a classic text
this authoritative volume provides expert analysis on the key issues
across all areas of european union law including its constitutional
procedural and substantive aspects importantly the book incorporates
the treaty of lisbon reorientation and immediate post lisbon
developments throughout the book there is extensive reference to
primary sources treaty legislation case law and to issues of national
adaptation which together bring a depth of understanding and analysis
to this increasingly complex discipline
Edward and Lane on European Union Law 2013-01-01 research handbook on
eu institutional law offers a critical look into the european union
its legal foundations competences and institutions it provides an
analysis of the eu legal system its application at the national level
and the prevalent role of the court of justice throughout the course
of the handbook the expert contributors discuss whether the european
union is well equipped for the 21st century and the numerous crises it
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has to handle they revisit the call for an eu reform made in the
laeken conclusions in 2001 to verify if its objectives have been
achieved by the treaty of lisbon and in daily practice of the eu
institutions the book also delves into the concept of a europe of
different speeds which according to some is inevitable in the eu
comprising 28 member states overall the assessment of the changes
introduced by the lisbon treaty is positive even if there are plenty
of suggestions for further reforms to re fit the eu for purpose
Research Handbook on EU Institutional Law 2016-09-30 since the 1957
rome treaty the european union has changed dramatically in terms of
its composition scope and depth originally established by six western
european states the eu today has 28 members and covers almost the
entire european continent and while initially confined to establishing
a common market the eu has come to influence all areas of political
economic and social life in parallel with this enormous geographic and
thematic expansion the constitutional and legislative principles
underpinning the european union have constantly evolved this three
volume study aims to provide an authoritative academic treatment of
european union law written by leading scholars and practitioners each
chapter offers a comprehensive and critical assessment of the state of
the law doctrinal in presentation each volume nonetheless tries to
present a broader historical and comparative perspective volume i
provides an analysis of the constitutional principles governing the
european union it covers the history of the eu the constitutional
foundations the institutional framework legislative and executive
governance judicial protection and external relations volume ii
explores the structure of the internal market while volume iii finally
analyses the internal and external substantive policies of the eu
Oxford Principles of European Union Law 2018-03-01 the commentary on
the treaty on the functioning of the european union four volumes is a
major european project that aims to contribute to the development of
ever closer conceptual and dogmatic standpoints with regard to the
creation of europeanised research on union law following on from the
commentary on the treaty of the european union this book presents
detailed explanations article by article of all the provisions of the
tfeu discussing the application of union law in the national legal
orders and its interpretation by the court of justice of the eu the
authors are academics and practitioners from twenty eight european
states and different legal fields some from a constitutional law
background others experts in the field of international law and eu law
reflecting the various approaches to european legal culture this book
promotes a system concept of european union law toward more unity
notwithstanding its rich diversity grounded in national traditions
Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union - A Commentary
2021-05-31 european studies frequently regard the economic and social
dimensions of eu integration as diametrically opposed maintaining that
this state of affairs is beyond change this edited collection
challenges this perceived wisdom focusing on the post lisbon
constitutional landscape taking the multi layered polity that is
europe today as its central organising theme it examines how the
social and the economic might be reconciled under the union s
different forms of governance the collection has a clear structure
opening with a theoretical appraisal of its theme before considering
three specific policy fields migration policy and civic integration
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company law and corporate social responsibility and the role of third
sector providers in public healthcare it concludes with three case
studies in these fields illustrating how the argument can be
practically applied insightful and topical with a unique
interdisciplinary perspective this is an important contribution to
european union law after the lisbon treaty
European Economic and Social Constitutionalism after the Treaty of
Lisbon 2011-07-21 to remain masters of their destiny six european
countries agreed to establish among themselves a european economic
community eec in 1957 to remain masters of their creation the national
governments devised a rather unique institutional system whose
fundamental features can only be amended by unanimity in fact to enter
into force any amendment made to the european founding treaties has
always required ratification by all the member states in accordance
with their respective constitutional requirements remarkably this
demanding procedural requirement has not precluded a spectacular
widening of the membership of what is now known as the european union
eu as well as a considerable deepening of the competences conferred on
the eu by its member states indeed from an organisation originally
consisting of six countries with a narrow focus on economic matters
the eu has grown beyond recognition its 27 member states now pursue an
extensive and diverse set of objectives amongst which one may mention
the promotion of balanced and sustainable development of economic
activities the implementation of a common foreign and security policy
and the tackling of cross border crime in order to effectively pursue
these objectives the eu has also gradually gained the power to
legislate in the areas of monetary policy social policy environment
consumer protection asylum and immigration amongst other things
provided by publisher
The European Union After the Treaty of Lisbon 2014-05-14 this
comprehensive book provides a thorough analytical overview of the
european union s existing law and policy in the field of international
trade considering the history and context of the law s evolution it
offers an adept examination of its common commercial policy competence
through the years starting with the treaty of rome up until the treaty
of lisbon as a background for understanding the eu s present role in
the world trade organization wto framework
EU Trade Law 2019 eu law provides a comprehensive examination of the
law of the european union in two distinct parts covering the
institutions structure and processes of the eu as well as the
substantive law as enacted by the lisbon treaty beginning by examining
its origins conway locates eu law within both an international and a
domestic legal context he then explores the evolution of eu law before
providing a clear and accessible account of the structure and internal
and international workings of the eu and the special role of the
european court of justice the second half of the book explores the
four freedoms of goods workers capital and movement and provides a
detailed account of competition law and the economic and social
contexts the routledge spotlights series brings a modern contemporary
approach to the core curriculum for the llb and gdl which will help
students move beyond an understanding of the law refine and develop
the key skills of problem solving evaluation and critical reasoning
which are essential to exam success discover sources and suggestions
for taking your study further by focusing on recent case law and real
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world examples routledge spotlights will help you shed light on the
law understand how it operates in practice and gain a unique
appreciation of the contemporary context of the subject companion
website this book is supported by a range of online resources
developed to support your learning keep you up to date and to help you
prepare for assessments including key case flashcards to aid with
recall quizzes and practice questions
EU Law 2015-07-03 this report from the european union committee hlp 62
i isbn 9780104012420 is an impact assessment of the treaty of lisbon
and seeks to inform the house of the most important aspects of the
treaty by comparing provisions with the status quo and assessing their
impact on the institutions of the eu members states and on the uk
divided into 12 chapters with 7 appendices the report covers the
following areas including foundations of the european union where the
committee analyses the effects of the changes to the structure of eu
treaties and the amendments made to the union s values and objectives
the simplified treaty revision and how this can alter significantly
the provisions on the face of all european treaties the impact of the
treaty on european institutions and what changes this will make to the
european council including a full time european council president the
lisbon treaty gives the charter of fundamental rights a legally
binding status and whether the charter s rights will create new rights
in the uk and if the uk s existing labour and social legislation will
be effected the area of freedom security and justice how far does the
treaty change fundamental principles of foreign defence and
development policies the impact of the treaty on social affairs as
well as finance and the internal markets the impact on environment
agriculture and fisheries also the new functions the treaty gives
national parliaments and the democratic challenge that poses a summary
of conclusions the report does not seek to compare the lisbon treaty
with the now abandoned constitutional treaty or the process by which
the lisbon treaty was produced also the report does not address the
question whether there should be a uk referendum on this treaty for
the committee ratification of the treaty is now a matter for
parliament
The Treaty of Lisbon 2008-03-13 judicial review constitutes an
important aspect of any legal system operating under the rule of law
this book provides a comprehensive account of judicial review in eu
law by assessing the vast and complex case law of the european court
of justice ecj in this area and the academic opinion which has
accompanied its rulings over the years it questions the prevalent view
in academic literature that the court s restrictive approach to
allowing individuals direct access to the community courts in case of
a challenge against normative acts amounts to a denial of an effective
remedy the author argues that the emerging constitutional nature of
the european union and its federal structure requires a more balanced
view while it will improve direct access for individuals to the union
s judiciary the lisbon treaty will not radically alter the system of
judicial review in the european union judicial review in eu law will
be of great interest to academics and given its detailed discussion of
case law of the ecj it will also appeal to postgraduate students of
european law dealing with an important aspect of legal practice it
will be invaluable reading for practitioners in law firms and
officials working in local regional and central government
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